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A Look at *Brown v. Board Of Education* in 2054

John C. Brittain

*It is crucial for a democratic society to provide all of its schoolchildren with fair access to an unsegregated education.*

*Brown v. Board of Education* was the greatest case decided by the United States Supreme Court in the twentieth century, and perhaps ever, because it altered a substantial part of the social fabric of American life. It is an icon, a symbol of something vintage and sacred. People merely say, “*Brown v. Board of Education,*” and it represents a set of assumptions. However, *Brown* is not only a representation of the past; it concerns the present conditions in public schools.

This short article examines three time periods of *Brown’s* legacy: the past, which encompassed periods of racial segregation, integration, and resegregation; the present, in which class has nearly replaced race as the new barrier to equal educational opportunities for high concentrations of poor schoolchildren; and the future, in which the population of racial and ethnic minorities will make them the numerical majority, rendering school integration a moot point by the golden anniversary of *Brown* in 2054.

**THE PAST: BROWN IN 1954**

What comes to your mind when you think about *Brown v. Board*? Is it Jim Crow segregation, the famous nickname for the domestic form of apartheid in this nation, which began in the post-Reconstruction era after 1890? Do you think that *Brown* sparked the civil rights movement that ultimately lead to the death of Jim Crow segregation? Does *Brown* represent a civil rights remedy known as desegregation in education?
Perhaps, *Brown* also stands for integration of all racial, and later ethnic, schoolchildren?

In the nineteenth century, the former African slaves gained their freedom by passage of the Thirteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution in 1865, full citizenship by the Fourteenth Amendment in 1868, and the right to vote by the Fifteenth Amendment in 1870. Most of those gains for the “Negro,” as African Americans were called then, disappeared by the beginning of the twentieth century when Blacks, particularly in the South, were subjugated in every facet of American life. The Negroes were separated by law, called *de jure* segregation, in which state and local governments enforced by criminal prosecutions in order to maintain separation in schools, buses, railroads, theaters, restaurants, court houses, hotels, even in the cemeteries, and between the books in the warehouses destined for the Black or White schools.

In 1953, the late, great Thurgood Marshall was an attorney for the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) Legal Defense and Education Fund. Marshall argued the *Brown* cases before the U.S. Supreme Court. In the first of two arguments, he said, “There is nothing involved in this case other than race and color.” Marshall repeated the moral dilemma articulated by W.E.B. Du Bois at the beginning of the twentieth century when he stated, “The problem of the twentieth century is the problem of the color line.” A unanimous Supreme Court responded to this argument, and in its decision, announced by Chief Justice Earl Warren, declared separation of the races by law inherently unequal and therefore unconstitutional.

As a remedy for the unconstitutional *de jure* segregation, the courts required desegregation. The “dual system” of separate White and Black schools eventually ended and an integrated educational experience produced advantages for non-White students. Hence racial integration, due to *Brown*, became a nearly universal policy to promote racial tolerance and understanding. Unfortunately, White school authorities also closed many of
the Black schools and laid off a disproportionate percentage of Black teachers and administrators until the courts were called upon to fix the problem.

*Brown* represents a glass half-full or half-empty to most people. *Brown* is a glass half-full for expanding opportunities for non-White children to go to better schools with superior facilities and higher scholastic achievement than segregated schools. Remember, the goal of the architects of *Brown* was quality education for the Negro child. As the Harvard Law–trained pioneer lawyer and father of the *Brown* thesis, Charles Hamilton Houston set out to gain quality education for the Negro child by destroying segregation and opening the schools for all. Many Black students have benefited from an integrated education, and Latino students have also reaped the windfall effects.

In addition, *Brown* had a profoundly positive impact on society. It ended *de jure* segregation not only in education, but also in transportation and accommodations in hotels, restaurants, and shops. *Brown* was further supported by the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Ushering in an acceptance for racial and cultural assimilation, *Brown’s* message of equality under the law for all ignited the women’s movement, the fight for equal protection for people with different physical and mental abilities, and the fight for rights of gays and lesbians in the succeeding decades. Ironically, May 17, 2004, was the day that same-sex marriages became legal in Massachusetts. The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court ruled in favor of allowing same-sex marriages based largely on *Brown* and the right to equal protection.

However, while *Brown* has many successes, it also symbolizes certain weaknesses in the field of education, and thus, a glass half empty. Civil rights experts such as Gary Orfield, head of the Harvard Civil Rights Project, report that more racial and ethnic segregation in schools and in neighborhood-housing patterns exists today than in 1954. Additionally, minority children lag behind their White counterparts in the achievement
The intransigence of race and caste exposes some of the limitations of judicial remedies.

THE PRESENT: *BROWN IN 2004*

The law of school desegregation has produced an irony today. *De jure* segregation is illegal, thanks to *Brown*, and no longer exists. Instead, *de facto* school segregation is prevalent across the country as seen in cities such as Boston, Miami, New Orleans, Houston, Los Angeles, Detroit, and Chicago.

Most medium to large urban school districts are beset by three layers of *de facto* segregation. First, there is extreme racial and ethnic segregation with more than 75 to 80 percent of minority students in the same school district population, and the same results occur with Whites in the nearly all-White schools. Additionally, many schools within urban school districts are racially imbalanced. Second, urban schools contain a high concentration of students from poor families; in most cases, this poverty concentration is even more significant than the racial and ethnic segregation. Third, the combination of extreme segregation and high poverty concentration has contributed to the very low achievement rates for African American and Latino schoolchildren in test scores, high school graduation, and college matriculation.

*De facto* segregation is legal in virtually all jurisdictions, unlike *de jure* segregation. The problem with this is that there are no legal remedies for the unequal educational opportunities for minority school children. In 1996, the Connecticut Supreme Court rendered a decision in *Sheff v. O’Neill*, which provided a notable exception to school desegregation law as it stands today. The *Sheff* case was based upon a unique provision in the Connecticut Constitution that expressly outlawed “segregation or discrimination in the exercise or enjoyment of [a person’s] civil . . . rights,” such as education, “because of . . . race [or] color.” As a result of this constitutional provision, a four to three majority of Connecticut’s highest
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court held the state liable for the extreme de facto racial and ethnic segregation regardless of whether the state caused the condition. Only New Jersey and Hawaii have similar constitutional provisions, but neither state has tested these clauses in the courts for school segregation.

The new “Jim Crow” dividing barrier is the urban and suburban boundary, which separates urban, mostly non-White, poor districts from more affluent, and overwhelmingly White, suburban districts. Only Sheff has declared this boundary line to be the cause of the segregation and has ruled it unconstitutional. Within many large city school districts, these boundary lines have the same effect between schools.

High concentrations of poverty now equal or surpass racial segregation as the predominant factor causing educational disparities. The Sheff plaintiffs and their lawyers attempted to convince the court to address the poverty issue. But the state high court limited its ruling to the Brown theory of extreme racial segregation, based upon the Connecticut constitutional provisions. However, the court did acknowledge the harmful effects of the poverty rate on education in the impoverished Hartford School District.

Federal courts, including the U.S. Supreme Court, have imposed legal standards that make it all but impossible to establish de facto segregation or win a remedy for maximum integration between urban and suburban school districts. Sheff solved this issue by ordering an inter-district remedy to mix students between the inner and outer districts. Unfortunately, the federal government has not followed Sheff’s guidance and has all but abandoned school desegregation and integration efforts.

The choice of remedies to reduce segregation are simple: maximum integration or non-integration. The primary remedy for school segregation has been the maximum integrationist approach. Maximum integration offers significant advantages. Social science research shows that an integrated education is beneficial for minority children and has no detrimental effect on non-minority children. The value lies in the
increased aspiration and broader horizons for minority students. Minority students in integrated schools have increased their graduation rates, have a higher college matriculation, more full-time employment, and higher rates of adequate housing in integrated settings than minority students who went to segregated schools. In addition, integration promotes cross-cultural understanding and breaks down myths fueled by ignorance and prejudice.

Notwithstanding the advantages of integrated education, the remedy has produced some adverse effects. The civil rights movement did not expect White people to resist school integration so strongly. The U.S. Supreme Court had to issue an order one year after *Brown* to implement the decision with “all-deliberate speed.” History shows that federal, state, and local authorities placed more emphasis on “deliberate” than on “speed.” It took fifteen to sixteen years to fully enforce the command of *Brown*, and the resistance continues today.

Over the years, integration has created an unintended adverse effect. Many White families have either moved from communities with an increasing minority population in what is called “White flight,” or have abandoned the public school system in favor of private schools. These parents have had their children change schools for a mix of racial and non-racial motives. Some parents, with no racial motive, simply moved residences in order to gain access to a more effective school. Neighborhood-school assignments, however, freeze school segregation by relying on residential housing patterns. This is done with legal impunity because the U.S. Supreme Court has enshrined the principle of neighborhood schools. On the other hand, some people overtly exhibited the ugly face of racial prejudice against school integration. For example, in many school districts where courts ordered desegregation, the normal yellow school bus became the target of opposition with clear overtones of racial bias.

The alternative remedy is non-integration, or what I describe in some instances as “self-segregation.” The minority beneficiaries of school
integration have grown weary and frustrated with the slow pace of integration. Each anniversary of *Brown* seems to produce more converts from integration to non-integration. Non-integration is often a tradeoff: minorities abandon maximum integration in exchange for money to improve segregated schools attended by minority children. Today, other forms of non-integration are reflected in charter schools with a racial or ethnic cultural theme, minority magnet schools, or, single-sex schools such as the popular Black Wheeler Avenue Baptist Church Academy in Houston. These schools often also have creative educational programs to raise reading or math scores on state tests. Thus, it appears that non-integration is the default remedy, whether consciously selected or not, because of the lack of any effort toward integration.

In the past twenty-five years, three-quarters of the states have implemented some reform, by judicial holding or legislative initiative, to satisfy the state’s constitutional obligation to provide equal funding for schools. Additionally, equal funding cases have surfaced in Texas where wealthy school districts and their state legislative allies attempted but failed to repeal the “Robin Hood Law.” These equal funding cases have helped children of color in poorly financed school districts, but they have had little effect on integrated education. Today, the remedies for school segregation emphasize voluntary instead of mandatory means and flexible, rather than fixed numerical percentages of racial and ethnic groups when measuring economic, racial, and ethnic integration.

**THE FUTURE: *BROWN* IN 2054**

By 2054, school integration trends will continue with modified voluntary integration methods that have elastic racial and ethnic percentage goals as a guide. This modest remedy, compared to the more aggressive fixed-percentage remedies of the past, will resemble the current state of affirmative action law as a result of the University of Michigan cases. Urban schools will be filled with increasing numbers of poor and non-White
schoolchildren. The modification of school integration will be centered on magnet schools that have some allotment for local resident students, but also reserve space for students beyond the immediate boundary lines in order to promote racial, ethnic, economic, and regional integration.

The racial and ethnic imbalance in urban school districts will probably increase because of the demographics of the population. As middle-class minorities follow their White counterparts to the suburbs in search of better housing and better schools, the inner-city schools will become large warehouses for poor kids, which will exacerbate the problem of racial and ethnic imbalances. A look at the census data demonstrates this point: according to Harold “Bud” Hodgkinson, a renowned demographer particularly on student populations, Whites will become a numerical minority of the U.S. population by the year 2054. Latinos will be the largest plurality subgroup, followed by African Americans. For the first time in American history since Thomas Jefferson took the initial census in 1790, the largest minority group will not be a race, it will be an ethnic group from which people of various races (Black, White, or Asian) can identify themselves as Latino. The percentages of births to pregnancies in racial and ethnic groups show that for every 1,000 pregnancies, 60.8 percent of white pregnancies are carried to term; 62.9 percent of black pregnancies are carried to term; and 84 percent of Latino pregnancies are carried to term. Abortions account for the largest factor in the differing ratios between pregnancies and births.

From a Brown perspective, the effect of the increasing number of mixed-race children presents a sociological uncertainty. In Plessy v. Ferguson, the case overruled by Brown, Homer Plessy claimed he was seven-eighths White, but the court ruled against him. Already, there is disagreement on how to count children of mixed races, and no one is quite sure if society will react to them with bias or non-bias. In addition, the racial and ethnic composition of states will become increasing dissimilar. Sixty percent of America’s population growth in the next twenty years will be in the Latino
and Asian populations. However, the vast growth will be in states that have three-fourths of the Latino and Asian populations now, such as California, Texas, and Florida. Will *Brown* apply in the future to Latinos that have historically used bilingual and bicultural remedies to obtain equal education? Ten states now contain one-half of the U.S. population, and one-third of the people live in only nine metropolitan areas. The racial and ethnic distribution between states will be very unequal.

Moreover, the lack of collaboration between suburbs and cities will mean more power for suburbs. Outer-ring suburbs in large metropolitan regions will become more integrated, including the schools, by the natural minority migration to predominantly White neighborhoods. For instance, in the Washington, D.C.-Maryland metropolitan region, the Atlanta counties of Fulton and DeKalb, or the Houston metropolitan area of Harris and Fort Bend Counties, the Black middle class has formed wide pockets of majority-Black middle-class neighborhoods, notwithstanding the racial imbalance in the schools.

On the one hundredth anniversary of *Brown* in 2054, the racial and ethnic demographics of this nation will comprise a majority of people of color. The future numerical majority of people of color in the United States will make school integration obsolete in the most heavily populated minority communities; thus, integration of public schools will become a moot point in terms of the integration inherent in *Brown*’s legacy.

**CONCLUSION**

I leave the reader with four perspectives. First, school desegregation of the past vintage will end by 2054 at the time of the hundredth anniversary of *Brown*. Second, the poverty concentration of students in public schools will become the new form of a “Jim Crow” barrier to equal education. Only time will tell whether courts will recognize the inequality due to class in the same way they recognized the inequality due to race. Some legal principles grant low-income people remedies for the denial of fundamental rights,
such as the access to legal counsel when accused of a crime\textsuperscript{56} or obtaining a divorce.\textsuperscript{57} Thus far, there is no successful legal theory to attack different treatment based upon social class as a denial of equal protection.

Third, integration in education will remain worth pursuing in the future for the same well-established reasons such as educational benefits and moral value to society. Yet at some point the burdens of integration may outweigh the benefits.

Fourth, and this is the penultimate analysis in the debate about school integration and \textit{Brown}, a child of color enrolled in a school district with extreme racial and ethnic segregation, high concentrations of poverty, insufficient financial support, and low academic-achievement rates, cannot obtain an equal educational opportunity. Some may argue that a child in these poor districts can obtain an equal education because all children can learn if given the proper tools. In fact some poor children, but not most, do rise above their adverse conditions to meet the minimum academic standards. Pockets of success do exist in racially segregated classes, special programs, and even some schools. Yet, there are no poor and racially balanced school districts successfully meeting the states’ expected standards of achievement.

Until the benefits of a segregated education match the benefits of higher aspirations from an integrated exposure for children of color, I will continue to support some form, even modified, of the integrationist remedy. So far, the fifty-year history of \textit{Brown} has shown that integration alone will not achieve full equality of educational opportunity for minority schoolchildren. The deadly combination of trends in resegregation, increasing concentrations of poor children in disadvantaged schools, and the rising population of racial and ethnic minorities in the future certainly pose substantial obstacles to fulfilling the ideals of \textit{Brown}. However, if history is any guide, a new generation of creative and determined civil rights activists and a compassionate dominant culture may overturn the current plight of
inequality in education in the way that Brown overturned the legacy of Plessy for a brief period in the 1970s and 1980s.

To successfully integrate schools, society must summon the will to act. People often perform with more urgency when a need is based on economic rather than moral imperatives. Generally, integrated education is considered a moral value; thus, until society views educational equality as an economic necessity, the nation will not begin to pursue real racial and educational equity for children of color. The Connecticut Supreme Court in Sheff succinctly made the important link between equal education for all children and the economic prosperity of the nation:

Economists and business leaders say that our state’s economic well-being is dependent on more . . . well-educated citizens. And they point to the urban poor as an integral part of our future economic strength. . . . So it is not just that their future depends on the State, the state’s future depends on them.58

1 John C. Brittain is a professor of law at Thurgood Marshall School of Law at Texas Southern University. Cid Lopez, a second year law student, assisted in the research and editing of this article. This article developed from a speech delivered by the author at the Seattle University School of Law in April 2004, and later at Rice University on May 17, 2004, to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the Brown v. Board of Education decision.
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